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You know you love your child. You attend school events, care for physical needs, and discipline
when needed. But did you know that most children, even in loving households, doubt that they
are genuinely and unconditionally loved?In Dr. Ross Campbell’s groundbreaking book, he
explains the emotional needs of a child and provides you with skills that will help your child feel
truly loved and accepted. Using eye contact, affirmation, and spiritual nurturing, you’ll learn to
really love your child no matter what the circumstances. The practical applications in How to
Really Love Your Child have already helped over 2 million parents around the world show love to
their children in a way that can be received and returned, again and again.The late Dr. Ross
Campbell served thousands of families in his three decades as a counselor. He authored several
books, including the Gold Medallion recipient How to Really Love Your Teen and The Five Love
Languages of Children (coauthored with Gary Chapman), and wrote extensively on helping
children deal with anger.

From School Library JournalPreSchool-Grade 3?Jones applies the same peek-hole format she
used in This Old Man (1990) and The Cat Sat on the Mat (1994, both Houghton) to her version
of this classic fable. Here, the die-cut holes are more of an ornamental gimmick than an integral
part of the book. The visual strength lies in the colorful line-and-wash paintings. The story can
easily be told through the playful illustrations. Each spread is filled with humorous details that will
keep young readers coming back for another look. The text, like the pictures, embellishes the
basic story. This is not just a contest between the tortoise and an ordinary hare; this hare,
possibly the "forest's first Olympic champion," is frequently featured in the sport's pages. Other
animals play significant roles in the race. Purists may find that the extras detract from the story's
action and moral, while fans of folklore updates will appreciate the contemporary humor. Those
children who are already familiar with the original fable should have fun with this version. Janet
Stevens's The Tortoise and the Hare (Holiday, 1984) is another amusing, modern, but more
straightforward, version.?Heide Piehler, Shorewood Public Library, WICopyright 1996 Reed
Business Information, Inc.From BooklistAges 5^-8. In this traditional retelling, a cocky rabbit
challenges a plodding but persevering turtle to a foot race, which the rabbit loses through his
own carelessness. In true storytelling fashion, Jones extends this usually succinct fable into a
full-length picture-book presentation with the addition of minutiae as well as peripheral
characters and events. The cluttered pen-and-ink with watercolor illustrations (reminiscent of the
style of Peter Spier) perfectly complement the text, offering young listeners much to ponder.
What sets this apart from other versions is Jones' use of peepholes--cut-out circles in the center
of alternating pages that allow readers to keep both hare and tortoise in view at all times. The
book will work best with primary-grade children already familiar with the story, who will enjoy



poring over the visual details. Kay WeismanFrom Kirkus ReviewsThe hare is the biggest
braggart in the forest. He exercises every day, he can outrun anyone, and everyone's just plain
sick of him. When he rashly challenges the tortoise to a race, the tortoise decides to teach him a
lesson. The old fable is spiced up with psychological details, and tied into a bustling social
setting. The airy watercolor-and-ink illustrations look disheveled, and readers will need time to
pore over the motley variety of forest creatures. The animals are all elaborately dressed--some in
running gear or jeans and sweaters, others in Victorian clothes or the outfits of French peasants.
A peephole in the middle of every other page--through which readers see the central character
in the next or the previous illustration- -adds to the excitement. Jones (Hickory Dickory Dock,
1992, etc.) provides a sophisticated orchestration of a simple tune. (Picture book/folklore. 4-8) --
Copyright ©1996, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved.Review"In true storytelling fashion,
Jones extends this usually succinct fable into a full-length picture-book presentation . . . The
cluttered pen-and-ink watercolor illustrations perfectly complement the text, offering young
listeners much to ponder." -- ReviewAbout the AuthorBorn and educated in England, Carol
Jones now lives in Australia. She is a full-time author and illusrutor who has given new life to
many old favorites.Read more
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ContentsForewordPreface1. The Problem2. The Setting3. The Foundation4. How to Show Love
through Eye Contact5. How to Show Love through Physical Contact6. How to Show Love
through Focused Attention7. Appropriate and Inappropriate Love8. A Child’s Anger9. Discipline:
What Is It?10. Loving Discipline11. Discipline—Requests, Commands, Rewards, and
Punishment12. Children with Special Problems13. Helping Your Child SpirituallyForewordThis
book hits us where we live. Yet, it does not condemn; rather, it tells us how to be parents in a
different, more constructive fashion. It is compassionate without being permissive.Parents never
have been trained to be parents. They tend to rear a child without any real fixed standards. Even
the successes seem to be primarily by accident. This book is designed to produce successes by
intention.Dr. Ross Campbell has something vitally valuable to say—and says it plainly so we can
understand it. This psychiatrist establishes himself in this book as a man of deep personal
insight, deep spiritual values, and a great sensitivity both to the children and their parents. He
doesn’t hesitate to share himself and his own family experiences in illustrating what he has to
say.This is a book you will want to read and reread—it’s that loaded with practical, usable
information! Both your mind and your heart will tell you the words in this book are true.The late
Ben HadenSpeaker, Changed Lives,Chattanooga, TennesseePrefaceNever has the wonderful
task of child rearing been so difficult. The influences upon the parent-child relationship have
become mostly negative—a real burden on precious parents. Our culture has undergone
tremendous change in the last few years, putting a real strain on all parents. We see the results
of these influences daily, from problems with a child’s behavior to the development of unhealthy
character patterns in many of our children.This book is for parents of children younger than
adolescents. Its intention is to give mothers and fathers an understandable and practical way of
approaching their wonderful, yet awesome, task of raising each child. My concerns are the
needs of children and how best to meet them.Child rearing is in itself a complex venture, and
most parents today have great difficulty. Unfortunately, the outpouring of books, articles,
lectures, and seminars regarding children has largely frustrated and bewildered parents—
despite the fact that much of the information is excellent.Many books, articles, and lectures have
honed in on one, or at most only a few specific aspects of child rearing without clearly defining
the specific areas they cover. Consequently, many conscientious parents have earnestly
attempted to apply what they have read or heard as the fundamental way of relating to a child,
and often they fail.Their failure is not usually due to error in the information parents read or hear,
nor in the way parents apply it. Rather, the problem lies in the parents not having a general,
balanced perspective on how to relate to a child. Most parents have the essential information,
but they are confused or misinformed about when to apply which principle under what
circumstance. Parents have been told what to do, but not when to do it, nor, in many cases, how
to do it.Discipline is a classic example. Excellent books and seminars on childhood address the
issue of discipline but fail to make clear that discipline is only one way of relating to a child. Many



parents, consequently, conclude that discipline is the basic and primary way of treating a child.
This is an easy mistake to make, especially when one hears the statement “If you love your child,
you must discipline your child.” This statement is, of course, true. The tragedy is that many
parents discipline almost constantly while showing little love to bring comfort to a child. Children
in these homes tend to doubt that they are genuinely, unconditionally loved. So again, the
problem is not whether to discipline; the problem is how to manifest our love to a child through
discipline and when to show it in other more affectionate ways. Almost all parents deeply love
their children, but few know how to transfer this heartfelt love from their hearts to the hearts of
their children.I address these problems in a plain, understandable way in order to demonstrate
how to generally approach child rearing. In addition, I hope to provide information that helps
parents determine the correct action for each situation. Of course, handling every circumstance
correctly is impossible; however, the closer we come to this, the better parents we become, the
more gratified we are, and the happier our children become.Much of the material in this book
has come from a lecture series that I have given over past years at numerous conferences on
parent-child relationships around the world.Chapter 1The Problem“As Tommy was growing up,
he was such a good boy, so well behaved,” Esther Smith, her husband, Jim, at her side, began
as the grieving parents unfolded their painful story in my counseling room. “Yes, he seemed
content and never gave us much trouble. We made sure he had the right experiences—Scouts,
baseball, church and all. Now he is fourteen and is forever fighting with his brother and sister—
but that’s just sibling rivalry, isn’t it? Other than that, Tom—he’s no longer Tommy—has never
been a real problem for us.” Mrs. Smith continued, “He is moody sometimes and goes to his
room for long periods. But he has never been disrespectful or disobeyed or back-talked. His
father saw to that.“There’s one thing we know he has gotten plenty of and that’s discipline. In
fact, that’s the most puzzling thing of all. How can a child so well disciplined all his life suddenly
begin running around with undisciplined peers and do the things they do? And show such
disrespect for his parents and other adults? These kids even lie, steal, and drink alcohol. I can’t
trust Tom anymore. I can’t talk with him. He’s so sullen and quiet. He won’t even look at me. He
doesn’t seem to want anything to do with us. And he’s doing so poorly in school this year.”“When
did you notice these changes in Tom?” I asked.Mr. Smith looked up at the ceiling. “Let me think.
He’s fourteen now, almost fifteen,” he said. “His grades were the first problem we noticed, about
two years ago. During the last few months of sixth grade, we noticed he became bored, first with
school, then with other things. He began to hate going to church. Later, Tom even lost interest in
his friends and spent more and more time by himself, usually in his room. He talked less and
less.“But things really worsened when he began middle school. Tom lost interest in his favorite
activities—even sports. That’s when he completely dropped his old standby friends and began
running around with boys who usually were in trouble. Tom’s attitude changed and conformed to
theirs. He placed little value in grades and wouldn’t study. These friends of his often got him in
trouble.”“And we’ve tried everything.” Mrs. Smith took up the account. “First we spanked him.
Then we took away privileges like television, movies, and so on. One time we grounded him for a



solid month. We’ve tried to reward him for appropriate behavior. I really believe we have tried
every recommendation we have heard or read. I really wonder if anyone can help us or help
Tom.”“What did we do wrong? Are we bad parents? God knows we’ve tried hard enough,” Mr.
Smith added. “Maybe it’s congenital. Maybe it’s something Tom inherited. Could it be physical?
But our pediatrician examined him a couple weeks ago. Should we take him to a gland
specialist? Should we get an EEG? We need help. Tom needs help. We love our boy, Dr.
Campbell. What can we do to help him? Something’s got to be done.”Later, after Mr. and Mrs.
Smith departed, Tom entered the counseling room. I was impressed with his naturally likeable
ways and handsome appearance. However, his gaze was downcast and when he made eye
contact, it was only for a moment. Although obviously a bright child, Tom spoke only in short,
gruff phrases and grunts. Finally, when he felt comfortable enough to share his story, he revealed
essentially the same factual material as his parents. Going further, he said, “No one really cares
about me except my friends.”“No one?” I asked.“Naw. Maybe my parents. I don’t know. I used to
think they cared about me when I was little. I guess it doesn’t matter much now anyway. All they
really care about are their own friends, jobs, activities, and things.“They don’t need to know what
I do, anyway. It’s none of their business. I just want to be away from them and lead my own life.
Why should they be so concerned about me? They never were before.”As the conversation
progressed, it became clear that Tom was quite depressed, never having times when he felt
content with himself or his life. He had longed for a close, warm relationship with his parents as
long as he could remember, but during the last few months he had slowly given up his dream.
He turned to peers who would accept him, but his unhappiness deepened even more.So here is
a common tragic situation: an early adolescent boy who, by all apparent indications, was doing
well during his early years. Until he was around twelve or thirteen years of age, no one guessed
that Tom was unhappy. During those years he was a complacent child who made few demands
on his parents, teachers, or others. No one suspected he did not feel completely loved and
accepted. Despite his having parents who deeply loved him and cared for him, Tom did not feel
genuinely loved. Yes, he knew of his parents’ love and concern for him and never would have
told you otherwise. Nonetheless, the incomparable emotional well-being of feeling completely
and unconditionally loved and accepted was not his.This is truly difficult to understand, because
Tom’s parents are indeed good parents. They love him and take care of his needs to the best of
their knowledge. In raising Tom, Jim and Esther Smith have applied what they have heard and
read and have sought advice from others. And their marriage is definitely above average. They
do love and respect each other.A Familiar StoryMost parents have a difficult time raising
children. With pressures and strains mounting every day upon the American family, it’s easy to
become confused and discouraged. Rising divorce rates, economic crises, declining quality of
education, and loss of trust in leadership all take an emotional toll. As parents become more
physically, emotionally, and spiritually drained, it becomes increasingly difficult to nurture a child.
I am convinced that a child takes the greatest brunt of these difficult times. A child is the most
needy person in our society, and the greatest need is love.Tom Smith’s parents do love him



deeply. They have done their best in rearing him, but something is missing. Did you notice what it
was? No, not love; his parents do love him. The basic problem is that Tom does not feel loved.
Should the parents be blamed? Is it their fault? I don’t think so. The truth is that Mr. and Mrs.
Smith have always loved their son, but never knew how to show it. Like most parents, they
believed they were meeting Tom’s needs: food, shelter, clothes, education, guidance, and so on.
In the process of meeting all of those needs, they overlooked his need for love—unconditional
love. Although love is within the heart of almost all parents, the challenge is to convey this
love.Despite the problems with today’s living, any parents who genuinely desire to give children
what they need can learn to do so. In order to give children everything in the few years they have,
all parents need to know how to truly love their children.Which Form of Discipline Is Most
Appropriate?“I remember one time when I was six or seven. Even now it makes me unhappy to
think about it, and sometimes it makes me mad.” Tom continued in a session with me a few days
later. “I had accidentally broken a window with a baseball. I felt terrible about it and hid in the
woods until Mom came looking for me. I was so sorry, and I remember crying because I felt I had
been very bad. When Dad came home, Mom told him about the window and he whipped me.”
Tears welled up in Tom’s eyes.I asked, “What did you say then?”“Nothing,” he muttered.The way
Tom was disciplined caused him to have feelings of pain, anger, and resentment toward his
parents, which he will never forget or forgive without help. Years afterward, Tom still hurts from
what happened.Why did that particular incident make such an unpleasant imprint on his
memory? At other times he accepted spankings with no problems, and on occasion even was
thankful. Could it have been because he already felt sorry and repentant for breaking the
window? Had he already suffered enough for his mistake without enduring physical pain? Could
the spanking have convinced Tom that his parents did not understand him as a person or were
not sensitive to his feelings? Could he have needed his parents’ warmth and understanding at
that particular time, rather than harsh punishment? If so, how could Tom’s parents have known?
And, if so, how could they have discerned which form of discipline was most appropriate at that
particular time?What do you think, fellow parents? Should we decide in advance what action we
will routinely take in raising a child? Do you think we should be consistent? How consistent?
Should we use punishment each time a child misbehaves? If so, should it always be the same
punishment? If not, what are the alternatives? What is discipline? Are discipline and punishment
synonymous? Should we study one school of thought, for example, Parent Effectiveness
Training, and stick by it? Or should we use some of our own common sense and intuition? Or
some of each? How much? When?Every conscientious parent struggles with these questions.
We are bombarded with books, articles, seminars, and institutes about how to rear our children.
Approaches vary from pinching a child’s trapezius muscle to using candy as a reward.In short,
how could Jim and Esther have handled this situation in a way that would discipline Tom and yet
maintain a loving, warm relationship with him? We’ll look into this difficult subject later.I think all
parents agree that rearing a child today is especially difficult. So much of a child’s time is under
the control and influence of others, including school, church, neighbors, peers, and the media.



Because of this, many parents feel no matter how good of a job they do, their efforts have little
overall effect upon their child.The Opposite Is TrueJust the opposite is true. Every study I’ve read
indicates that the home wins hands down in every case. The influence of parents far outweighs
everything else. The home holds the upper hand in determining how happy, secure, and stable
the children are; how children get along with adults, peers, and other children; how confident
youngsters are in themselves and their abilities; how affectionate or aloof they are; how they
respond to unfamiliar situations. Yes, the home, despite many distractions for a child, has the
greatest influence.But the home is not the only thing that determines what a child becomes. We
should not make the mistake of blaming the home for every problem or disappointment. For the
sake of fairness and completeness, I believe we must take a look at the second greatest
influence upon a child.Congenital TemperamentLet’s look at nine congenital temperaments. This
knowledge comes from research done by Dr. Stella Chess and Dr. Alexander Thomas. Their
work goes a long way in explaining why children have the individual characteristics they do. It
helps explain why some children are easier to raise than others, why some children are more
lovable or easier to handle, and why children raised in the same family or in very similar
circumstances can be so different.Best of all, Chess and Thomas have shown that how a child
turns out is determined not only by the home environment, but also by his or her own personal
traits. This has had wonderful results in alleviating much unjustified blame toward parents of
children with problems. It’s an unfortunate habit of many (including professionals) to assume that
parents are fully to blame for everything regarding their child. The research of Chess and
Thomas proves that some children are more prone to difficulties than others.Let’s look briefly at
their research. They describe nine temperaments that can be identified in a newborn nursery.
These temperaments are not only congenital (present at birth) but are basic characteristics that
tend to stay with the child. Characteristics can be modified by a child’s environment; however,
the temperaments are well ingrained in a child’s total personality, do not change easily, and can
persist throughout life. These nine congenital temperaments are:1. Activity level: the degree of
motor activity a child inherently possesses determines how active or passive he or she is.2.
Rhythmicity (regularity versus irregularity): the predictability of such functions as hunger, feeding
pattern, elimination, and sleep-awake cycle.3. Approach or withdrawal: the nature of a child’s
response to a new stimulus such as a new food, toy, or person.4. Adaptability: the speed and
ease with which a current behavior can be modified in response to altered environmental
structuring.5. Intensity of reaction: the amount of energy used in mood expression.6. Threshold
of responsiveness: the intensity level of stimulus required to make a response.7. Quality of mood
(positive mood versus negative mood): playful, pleasant, joyful, and friendly, as contrasted with
unpleasant, crying, and unfriendly behavior.8. Distractability: the effect of extraneous
environment on direction of the child’s ongoing behavior.9. Attention span and persistence: the
length of time an activity is pursued by a child and the continuation of an activity in the face of
obstacles.Temperaments 3, 4, 5, and 7 are the most crucial in determining whether a child will
be easy or difficult to rear. A child with a high degree of reactivity (highly emotional); a child who



tends to withdraw in a new situation (a withdrawer); a child who has difficulty adapting to new
situations (cannot tolerate change); or a child who is usually in a bad mood—are quite
vulnerable to stress, especially to high parental expectations. And unfortunately, they tend to
receive less love and affection from adults.The lesson here is that a child’s basic characteristics
have much to do with the type of mothering and nurturing he or she receives.Using these nine
temperaments, Chess and Thomas assigned numerical values to evaluate newborn children.
From this data they were able to predict clearly which children would be “easy babies,” that is,
easy to care for, easy to relate to, and easy to raise. The children who were difficult to care for,
difficult to relate to, and difficult to raise were called “difficult babies.” They would require more
from their mothers than would “easy babies.”Then Chess and Thomas compared how the
children progressed according to the type of mothering they received. Chess and Thomas
studied the babies with nurturing mothers (mothers who wanted their children and were able to
provide a loving atmosphere where the children felt accepted). The two researchers also studied
nonnurturing mothers (mothers who consciously or subconsciously rejected their babies or were
not able to provide an atmosphere where the children felt accepted and loved). The graph
summarizes their findings.As you can see, the easy babies and nurturing mothers were a great
combination. These children developed well with almost no negative consequences.The
nurturing mothers with difficult babies had some problems with their children, but these
situations were overwhelmingly positive. Overall, in the loving atmosphere provided by their
mothers, these children did well.The easy babies who had nonnurturing mothers generally did
not do as well. They had more difficulties than the difficult babies with nurturing mothers. Their
experiences were somewhat more negative than
positive.NurturingMothersNonnurturingMothersEasy babies+ ++ –Difficult babies+ –– –Not
surprisingly, the difficult babies with the nonnurturing mothers were most unfortunate. These
children were in such difficult predicaments that they were aptly called “high-risk” children. The
situations of these children were heartbreaking. They were in danger of everything imaginable
from child abuse to abandonment. They were indeed our high-risk children.As we put all this
invaluable material together, some extremely important facts begin to emerge. First of all, how a
child gets along in the world does not depend only on home environment and parenting. The
basic congenital characteristics of each child have a strong effect on how he or she develops,
progresses, and matures.These traits also affect—and often determine—how easy or difficult a
child is to care for and how frustrating a child might be to parents. This, in turn, influences the
parents’ handling of a child. It’s a two-way street.Learning these facts has helped many guilt-
ridden parents in my daily practice.Another important lesson for parents is that despite what
type of congenital temperaments a child may possess, the type of parenting is more important in
determining how a child will do. Study the chart again. Although a difficult child is, of course,
more difficult to rear, the type of emotional nurturing has more influence in determining the final
outcome. Parenting can change these congenital temperaments positively or negatively.That’s
what this book is all about. It’s a how-to book: how to relate to children so they will grow to their



best; how to give children the emotional nurturing they need so badly. It’s impossible to cover
every aspect of child rearing here. I, therefore, have included what I feel is the most basic
material for effective parenting.ContentsForewordPreface1. The Problem2. The Setting3. The
Foundation4. How to Show Love through Eye Contact5. How to Show Love through Physical
Contact6. How to Show Love through Focused Attention7. Appropriate and Inappropriate Love8.
A Child’s Anger9. Discipline: What Is It?10. Loving Discipline11. Discipline—Requests,
Commands, Rewards, and Punishment12. Children with Special Problems13. Helping Your
Child SpirituallyContentsForewordPreface1. The Problem2. The Setting3. The Foundation4.
How to Show Love through Eye Contact5. How to Show Love through Physical Contact6. How to
Show Love through Focused Attention7. Appropriate and Inappropriate Love8. A Child’s Anger9.
Discipline: What Is It?10. Loving Discipline11. Discipline—Requests, Commands, Rewards, and
Punishment12. Children with Special Problems13. Helping Your Child SpirituallyForewordThis
book hits us where we live. Yet, it does not condemn; rather, it tells us how to be parents in a
different, more constructive fashion. It is compassionate without being permissive.Parents never
have been trained to be parents. They tend to rear a child without any real fixed standards. Even
the successes seem to be primarily by accident. This book is designed to produce successes by
intention.Dr. Ross Campbell has something vitally valuable to say—and says it plainly so we can
understand it. This psychiatrist establishes himself in this book as a man of deep personal
insight, deep spiritual values, and a great sensitivity both to the children and their parents. He
doesn’t hesitate to share himself and his own family experiences in illustrating what he has to
say.This is a book you will want to read and reread—it’s that loaded with practical, usable
information! Both your mind and your heart will tell you the words in this book are true.The late
Ben HadenSpeaker, Changed Lives,Chattanooga, TennesseeForewordThis book hits us where
we live. Yet, it does not condemn; rather, it tells us how to be parents in a different, more
constructive fashion. It is compassionate without being permissive.Parents never have been
trained to be parents. They tend to rear a child without any real fixed standards. Even the
successes seem to be primarily by accident. This book is designed to produce successes by
intention.Dr. Ross Campbell has something vitally valuable to say—and says it plainly so we can
understand it. This psychiatrist establishes himself in this book as a man of deep personal
insight, deep spiritual values, and a great sensitivity both to the children and their parents. He
doesn’t hesitate to share himself and his own family experiences in illustrating what he has to
say.This is a book you will want to read and reread—it’s that loaded with practical, usable
information! Both your mind and your heart will tell you the words in this book are true.The late
Ben HadenSpeaker, Changed Lives,Chattanooga, TennesseePrefaceNever has the wonderful
task of child rearing been so difficult. The influences upon the parent-child relationship have
become mostly negative—a real burden on precious parents. Our culture has undergone
tremendous change in the last few years, putting a real strain on all parents. We see the results
of these influences daily, from problems with a child’s behavior to the development of unhealthy
character patterns in many of our children.This book is for parents of children younger than



adolescents. Its intention is to give mothers and fathers an understandable and practical way of
approaching their wonderful, yet awesome, task of raising each child. My concerns are the
needs of children and how best to meet them.Child rearing is in itself a complex venture, and
most parents today have great difficulty. Unfortunately, the outpouring of books, articles,
lectures, and seminars regarding children has largely frustrated and bewildered parents—
despite the fact that much of the information is excellent.Many books, articles, and lectures have
honed in on one, or at most only a few specific aspects of child rearing without clearly defining
the specific areas they cover. Consequently, many conscientious parents have earnestly
attempted to apply what they have read or heard as the fundamental way of relating to a child,
and often they fail.Their failure is not usually due to error in the information parents read or hear,
nor in the way parents apply it. Rather, the problem lies in the parents not having a general,
balanced perspective on how to relate to a child. Most parents have the essential information,
but they are confused or misinformed about when to apply which principle under what
circumstance. Parents have been told what to do, but not when to do it, nor, in many cases, how
to do it.Discipline is a classic example. Excellent books and seminars on childhood address the
issue of discipline but fail to make clear that discipline is only one way of relating to a child. Many
parents, consequently, conclude that discipline is the basic and primary way of treating a child.
This is an easy mistake to make, especially when one hears the statement “If you love your child,
you must discipline your child.” This statement is, of course, true. The tragedy is that many
parents discipline almost constantly while showing little love to bring comfort to a child. Children
in these homes tend to doubt that they are genuinely, unconditionally loved. So again, the
problem is not whether to discipline; the problem is how to manifest our love to a child through
discipline and when to show it in other more affectionate ways. Almost all parents deeply love
their children, but few know how to transfer this heartfelt love from their hearts to the hearts of
their children.I address these problems in a plain, understandable way in order to demonstrate
how to generally approach child rearing. In addition, I hope to provide information that helps
parents determine the correct action for each situation. Of course, handling every circumstance
correctly is impossible; however, the closer we come to this, the better parents we become, the
more gratified we are, and the happier our children become.Much of the material in this book
has come from a lecture series that I have given over past years at numerous conferences on
parent-child relationships around the world.PrefaceNever has the wonderful task of child rearing
been so difficult. The influences upon the parent-child relationship have become mostly negative
—a real burden on precious parents. Our culture has undergone tremendous change in the last
few years, putting a real strain on all parents. We see the results of these influences daily, from
problems with a child’s behavior to the development of unhealthy character patterns in many of
our children.This book is for parents of children younger than adolescents. Its intention is to give
mothers and fathers an understandable and practical way of approaching their wonderful, yet
awesome, task of raising each child. My concerns are the needs of children and how best to
meet them.Child rearing is in itself a complex venture, and most parents today have great



difficulty. Unfortunately, the outpouring of books, articles, lectures, and seminars regarding
children has largely frustrated and bewildered parents—despite the fact that much of the
information is excellent.Many books, articles, and lectures have honed in on one, or at most only
a few specific aspects of child rearing without clearly defining the specific areas they cover.
Consequently, many conscientious parents have earnestly attempted to apply what they have
read or heard as the fundamental way of relating to a child, and often they fail.Their failure is not
usually due to error in the information parents read or hear, nor in the way parents apply it.
Rather, the problem lies in the parents not having a general, balanced perspective on how to
relate to a child. Most parents have the essential information, but they are confused or
misinformed about when to apply which principle under what circumstance. Parents have been
told what to do, but not when to do it, nor, in many cases, how to do it.Discipline is a classic
example. Excellent books and seminars on childhood address the issue of discipline but fail to
make clear that discipline is only one way of relating to a child. Many parents, consequently,
conclude that discipline is the basic and primary way of treating a child. This is an easy mistake
to make, especially when one hears the statement “If you love your child, you must discipline
your child.” This statement is, of course, true. The tragedy is that many parents discipline almost
constantly while showing little love to bring comfort to a child. Children in these homes tend to
doubt that they are genuinely, unconditionally loved. So again, the problem is not whether to
discipline; the problem is how to manifest our love to a child through discipline and when to show
it in other more affectionate ways. Almost all parents deeply love their children, but few know
how to transfer this heartfelt love from their hearts to the hearts of their children.I address these
problems in a plain, understandable way in order to demonstrate how to generally approach
child rearing. In addition, I hope to provide information that helps parents determine the correct
action for each situation. Of course, handling every circumstance correctly is impossible;
however, the closer we come to this, the better parents we become, the more gratified we are,
and the happier our children become.Much of the material in this book has come from a lecture
series that I have given over past years at numerous conferences on parent-child relationships
around the world.Chapter 1The Problem“As Tommy was growing up, he was such a good boy,
so well behaved,” Esther Smith, her husband, Jim, at her side, began as the grieving parents
unfolded their painful story in my counseling room. “Yes, he seemed content and never gave us
much trouble. We made sure he had the right experiences—Scouts, baseball, church and all.
Now he is fourteen and is forever fighting with his brother and sister—but that’s just sibling
rivalry, isn’t it? Other than that, Tom—he’s no longer Tommy—has never been a real problem for
us.” Mrs. Smith continued, “He is moody sometimes and goes to his room for long periods. But
he has never been disrespectful or disobeyed or back-talked. His father saw to that.“There’s one
thing we know he has gotten plenty of and that’s discipline. In fact, that’s the most puzzling thing
of all. How can a child so well disciplined all his life suddenly begin running around with
undisciplined peers and do the things they do? And show such disrespect for his parents and
other adults? These kids even lie, steal, and drink alcohol. I can’t trust Tom anymore. I can’t talk



with him. He’s so sullen and quiet. He won’t even look at me. He doesn’t seem to want anything
to do with us. And he’s doing so poorly in school this year.”“When did you notice these changes
in Tom?” I asked.Mr. Smith looked up at the ceiling. “Let me think. He’s fourteen now, almost
fifteen,” he said. “His grades were the first problem we noticed, about two years ago. During the
last few months of sixth grade, we noticed he became bored, first with school, then with other
things. He began to hate going to church. Later, Tom even lost interest in his friends and spent
more and more time by himself, usually in his room. He talked less and less.“But things really
worsened when he began middle school. Tom lost interest in his favorite activities—even sports.
That’s when he completely dropped his old standby friends and began running around with boys
who usually were in trouble. Tom’s attitude changed and conformed to theirs. He placed little
value in grades and wouldn’t study. These friends of his often got him in trouble.”“And we’ve tried
everything.” Mrs. Smith took up the account. “First we spanked him. Then we took away
privileges like television, movies, and so on. One time we grounded him for a solid month. We’ve
tried to reward him for appropriate behavior. I really believe we have tried every recommendation
we have heard or read. I really wonder if anyone can help us or help Tom.”“What did we do
wrong? Are we bad parents? God knows we’ve tried hard enough,” Mr. Smith added. “Maybe it’s
congenital. Maybe it’s something Tom inherited. Could it be physical? But our pediatrician
examined him a couple weeks ago. Should we take him to a gland specialist? Should we get an
EEG? We need help. Tom needs help. We love our boy, Dr. Campbell. What can we do to help
him? Something’s got to be done.”Later, after Mr. and Mrs. Smith departed, Tom entered the
counseling room. I was impressed with his naturally likeable ways and handsome appearance.
However, his gaze was downcast and when he made eye contact, it was only for a moment.
Although obviously a bright child, Tom spoke only in short, gruff phrases and grunts. Finally,
when he felt comfortable enough to share his story, he revealed essentially the same factual
material as his parents. Going further, he said, “No one really cares about me except my
friends.”“No one?” I asked.“Naw. Maybe my parents. I don’t know. I used to think they cared
about me when I was little. I guess it doesn’t matter much now anyway. All they really care about
are their own friends, jobs, activities, and things.“They don’t need to know what I do, anyway. It’s
none of their business. I just want to be away from them and lead my own life. Why should they
be so concerned about me? They never were before.”As the conversation progressed, it became
clear that Tom was quite depressed, never having times when he felt content with himself or his
life. He had longed for a close, warm relationship with his parents as long as he could remember,
but during the last few months he had slowly given up his dream. He turned to peers who would
accept him, but his unhappiness deepened even more.So here is a common tragic situation: an
early adolescent boy who, by all apparent indications, was doing well during his early years. Until
he was around twelve or thirteen years of age, no one guessed that Tom was unhappy. During
those years he was a complacent child who made few demands on his parents, teachers, or
others. No one suspected he did not feel completely loved and accepted. Despite his having
parents who deeply loved him and cared for him, Tom did not feel genuinely loved. Yes, he knew



of his parents’ love and concern for him and never would have told you otherwise. Nonetheless,
the incomparable emotional well-being of feeling completely and unconditionally loved and
accepted was not his.This is truly difficult to understand, because Tom’s parents are indeed
good parents. They love him and take care of his needs to the best of their knowledge. In raising
Tom, Jim and Esther Smith have applied what they have heard and read and have sought advice
from others. And their marriage is definitely above average. They do love and respect each
other.A Familiar StoryMost parents have a difficult time raising children. With pressures and
strains mounting every day upon the American family, it’s easy to become confused and
discouraged. Rising divorce rates, economic crises, declining quality of education, and loss of
trust in leadership all take an emotional toll. As parents become more physically, emotionally,
and spiritually drained, it becomes increasingly difficult to nurture a child. I am convinced that a
child takes the greatest brunt of these difficult times. A child is the most needy person in our
society, and the greatest need is love.Tom Smith’s parents do love him deeply. They have done
their best in rearing him, but something is missing. Did you notice what it was? No, not love; his
parents do love him. The basic problem is that Tom does not feel loved. Should the parents be
blamed? Is it their fault? I don’t think so. The truth is that Mr. and Mrs. Smith have always loved
their son, but never knew how to show it. Like most parents, they believed they were meeting
Tom’s needs: food, shelter, clothes, education, guidance, and so on. In the process of meeting
all of those needs, they overlooked his need for love—unconditional love. Although love is within
the heart of almost all parents, the challenge is to convey this love.Despite the problems with
today’s living, any parents who genuinely desire to give children what they need can learn to do
so. In order to give children everything in the few years they have, all parents need to know how
to truly love their children.Which Form of Discipline Is Most Appropriate?“I remember one time
when I was six or seven. Even now it makes me unhappy to think about it, and sometimes it
makes me mad.” Tom continued in a session with me a few days later. “I had accidentally broken
a window with a baseball. I felt terrible about it and hid in the woods until Mom came looking for
me. I was so sorry, and I remember crying because I felt I had been very bad. When Dad came
home, Mom told him about the window and he whipped me.” Tears welled up in Tom’s eyes.I
asked, “What did you say then?”“Nothing,” he muttered.The way Tom was disciplined caused
him to have feelings of pain, anger, and resentment toward his parents, which he will never
forget or forgive without help. Years afterward, Tom still hurts from what happened.Why did that
particular incident make such an unpleasant imprint on his memory? At other times he accepted
spankings with no problems, and on occasion even was thankful. Could it have been because
he already felt sorry and repentant for breaking the window? Had he already suffered enough for
his mistake without enduring physical pain? Could the spanking have convinced Tom that his
parents did not understand him as a person or were not sensitive to his feelings? Could he have
needed his parents’ warmth and understanding at that particular time, rather than harsh
punishment? If so, how could Tom’s parents have known? And, if so, how could they have
discerned which form of discipline was most appropriate at that particular time?What do you



think, fellow parents? Should we decide in advance what action we will routinely take in raising a
child? Do you think we should be consistent? How consistent? Should we use punishment each
time a child misbehaves? If so, should it always be the same punishment? If not, what are the
alternatives? What is discipline? Are discipline and punishment synonymous? Should we study
one school of thought, for example, Parent Effectiveness Training, and stick by it? Or should we
use some of our own common sense and intuition? Or some of each? How much? When?Every
conscientious parent struggles with these questions. We are bombarded with books, articles,
seminars, and institutes about how to rear our children. Approaches vary from pinching a child’s
trapezius muscle to using candy as a reward.In short, how could Jim and Esther have handled
this situation in a way that would discipline Tom and yet maintain a loving, warm relationship with
him? We’ll look into this difficult subject later.I think all parents agree that rearing a child today is
especially difficult. So much of a child’s time is under the control and influence of others,
including school, church, neighbors, peers, and the media. Because of this, many parents feel
no matter how good of a job they do, their efforts have little overall effect upon their child.The
Opposite Is TrueJust the opposite is true. Every study I’ve read indicates that the home wins
hands down in every case. The influence of parents far outweighs everything else. The home
holds the upper hand in determining how happy, secure, and stable the children are; how
children get along with adults, peers, and other children; how confident youngsters are in
themselves and their abilities; how affectionate or aloof they are; how they respond to unfamiliar
situations. Yes, the home, despite many distractions for a child, has the greatest influence.But
the home is not the only thing that determines what a child becomes. We should not make the
mistake of blaming the home for every problem or disappointment. For the sake of fairness and
completeness, I believe we must take a look at the second greatest influence upon a
child.Congenital TemperamentLet’s look at nine congenital temperaments. This knowledge
comes from research done by Dr. Stella Chess and Dr. Alexander Thomas. Their work goes a
long way in explaining why children have the individual characteristics they do. It helps explain
why some children are easier to raise than others, why some children are more lovable or easier
to handle, and why children raised in the same family or in very similar circumstances can be so
different.Best of all, Chess and Thomas have shown that how a child turns out is determined not
only by the home environment, but also by his or her own personal traits. This has had wonderful
results in alleviating much unjustified blame toward parents of children with problems. It’s an
unfortunate habit of many (including professionals) to assume that parents are fully to blame for
everything regarding their child. The research of Chess and Thomas proves that some children
are more prone to difficulties than others.Let’s look briefly at their research. They describe nine
temperaments that can be identified in a newborn nursery. These temperaments are not only
congenital (present at birth) but are basic characteristics that tend to stay with the child.
Characteristics can be modified by a child’s environment; however, the temperaments are well
ingrained in a child’s total personality, do not change easily, and can persist throughout life.
These nine congenital temperaments are:1. Activity level: the degree of motor activity a child



inherently possesses determines how active or passive he or she is.2. Rhythmicity (regularity
versus irregularity): the predictability of such functions as hunger, feeding pattern, elimination,
and sleep-awake cycle.3. Approach or withdrawal: the nature of a child’s response to a new
stimulus such as a new food, toy, or person.4. Adaptability: the speed and ease with which a
current behavior can be modified in response to altered environmental structuring.5. Intensity of
reaction: the amount of energy used in mood expression.6. Threshold of responsiveness: the
intensity level of stimulus required to make a response.7. Quality of mood (positive mood versus
negative mood): playful, pleasant, joyful, and friendly, as contrasted with unpleasant, crying, and
unfriendly behavior.8. Distractability: the effect of extraneous environment on direction of the
child’s ongoing behavior.9. Attention span and persistence: the length of time an activity is
pursued by a child and the continuation of an activity in the face of obstacles.Temperaments 3,
4, 5, and 7 are the most crucial in determining whether a child will be easy or difficult to rear. A
child with a high degree of reactivity (highly emotional); a child who tends to withdraw in a new
situation (a withdrawer); a child who has difficulty adapting to new situations (cannot tolerate
change); or a child who is usually in a bad mood—are quite vulnerable to stress, especially to
high parental expectations. And unfortunately, they tend to receive less love and affection from
adults.The lesson here is that a child’s basic characteristics have much to do with the type of
mothering and nurturing he or she receives.Using these nine temperaments, Chess and
Thomas assigned numerical values to evaluate newborn children. From this data they were able
to predict clearly which children would be “easy babies,” that is, easy to care for, easy to relate
to, and easy to raise. The children who were difficult to care for, difficult to relate to, and difficult
to raise were called “difficult babies.” They would require more from their mothers than would
“easy babies.”Then Chess and Thomas compared how the children progressed according to the
type of mothering they received. Chess and Thomas studied the babies with nurturing mothers
(mothers who wanted their children and were able to provide a loving atmosphere where the
children felt accepted). The two researchers also studied nonnurturing mothers (mothers who
consciously or subconsciously rejected their babies or were not able to provide an atmosphere
where the children felt accepted and loved). The graph summarizes their findings.As you can
see, the easy babies and nurturing mothers were a great combination. These children
developed well with almost no negative consequences.The nurturing mothers with difficult
babies had some problems with their children, but these situations were overwhelmingly
positive. Overall, in the loving atmosphere provided by their mothers, these children did well.The
easy babies who had nonnurturing mothers generally did not do as well. They had more
difficulties than the difficult babies with nurturing mothers. Their experiences were somewhat
more negative than positive.NurturingMothersNonnurturingMothersEasy babies+ ++ –Difficult
babies+ –– –Not surprisingly, the difficult babies with the nonnurturing mothers were most
unfortunate. These children were in such difficult predicaments that they were aptly called “high-
risk” children. The situations of these children were heartbreaking. They were in danger of
everything imaginable from child abuse to abandonment. They were indeed our high-risk



children.As we put all this invaluable material together, some extremely important facts begin to
emerge. First of all, how a child gets along in the world does not depend only on home
environment and parenting. The basic congenital characteristics of each child have a strong
effect on how he or she develops, progresses, and matures.These traits also affect—and often
determine—how easy or difficult a child is to care for and how frustrating a child might be to
parents. This, in turn, influences the parents’ handling of a child. It’s a two-way street.Learning
these facts has helped many guilt-ridden parents in my daily practice.Another important lesson
for parents is that despite what type of congenital temperaments a child may possess, the type
of parenting is more important in determining how a child will do. Study the chart again. Although
a difficult child is, of course, more difficult to rear, the type of emotional nurturing has more
influence in determining the final outcome. Parenting can change these congenital
temperaments positively or negatively.That’s what this book is all about. It’s a how-to book: how
to relate to children so they will grow to their best; how to give children the emotional nurturing
they need so badly. It’s impossible to cover every aspect of child rearing here. I, therefore, have
included what I feel is the most basic material for effective parenting.Chapter 1The Problem“As
Tommy was growing up, he was such a good boy, so well behaved,” Esther Smith, her husband,
Jim, at her side, began as the grieving parents unfolded their painful story in my counseling
room. “Yes, he seemed content and never gave us much trouble. We made sure he had the right
experiences—Scouts, baseball, church and all. Now he is fourteen and is forever fighting with
his brother and sister—but that’s just sibling rivalry, isn’t it? Other than that, Tom—he’s no longer
Tommy—has never been a real problem for us.” Mrs. Smith continued, “He is moody sometimes
and goes to his room for long periods. But he has never been disrespectful or disobeyed or back-
talked. His father saw to that.“There’s one thing we know he has gotten plenty of and that’s
discipline. In fact, that’s the most puzzling thing of all. How can a child so well disciplined all his
life suddenly begin running around with undisciplined peers and do the things they do? And
show such disrespect for his parents and other adults? These kids even lie, steal, and drink
alcohol. I can’t trust Tom anymore. I can’t talk with him. He’s so sullen and quiet. He won’t even
look at me. He doesn’t seem to want anything to do with us. And he’s doing so poorly in school
this year.”“When did you notice these changes in Tom?” I asked.Mr. Smith looked up at the
ceiling. “Let me think. He’s fourteen now, almost fifteen,” he said. “His grades were the first
problem we noticed, about two years ago. During the last few months of sixth grade, we noticed
he became bored, first with school, then with other things. He began to hate going to church.
Later, Tom even lost interest in his friends and spent more and more time by himself, usually in
his room. He talked less and less.“But things really worsened when he began middle school.
Tom lost interest in his favorite activities—even sports. That’s when he completely dropped his
old standby friends and began running around with boys who usually were in trouble. Tom’s
attitude changed and conformed to theirs. He placed little value in grades and wouldn’t study.
These friends of his often got him in trouble.”“And we’ve tried everything.” Mrs. Smith took up the
account. “First we spanked him. Then we took away privileges like television, movies, and so on.



One time we grounded him for a solid month. We’ve tried to reward him for appropriate behavior.
I really believe we have tried every recommendation we have heard or read. I really wonder if
anyone can help us or help Tom.”“What did we do wrong? Are we bad parents? God knows
we’ve tried hard enough,” Mr. Smith added. “Maybe it’s congenital. Maybe it’s something Tom
inherited. Could it be physical? But our pediatrician examined him a couple weeks ago. Should
we take him to a gland specialist? Should we get an EEG? We need help. Tom needs help. We
love our boy, Dr. Campbell. What can we do to help him? Something’s got to be done.”Later, after
Mr. and Mrs. Smith departed, Tom entered the counseling room. I was impressed with his
naturally likeable ways and handsome appearance. However, his gaze was downcast and when
he made eye contact, it was only for a moment. Although obviously a bright child, Tom spoke
only in short, gruff phrases and grunts. Finally, when he felt comfortable enough to share his
story, he revealed essentially the same factual material as his parents. Going further, he said,
“No one really cares about me except my friends.”“No one?” I asked.“Naw. Maybe my parents. I
don’t know. I used to think they cared about me when I was little. I guess it doesn’t matter much
now anyway. All they really care about are their own friends, jobs, activities, and things.“They
don’t need to know what I do, anyway. It’s none of their business. I just want to be away from
them and lead my own life. Why should they be so concerned about me? They never were
before.”As the conversation progressed, it became clear that Tom was quite depressed, never
having times when he felt content with himself or his life. He had longed for a close, warm
relationship with his parents as long as he could remember, but during the last few months he
had slowly given up his dream. He turned to peers who would accept him, but his unhappiness
deepened even more.So here is a common tragic situation: an early adolescent boy who, by all
apparent indications, was doing well during his early years. Until he was around twelve or
thirteen years of age, no one guessed that Tom was unhappy. During those years he was a
complacent child who made few demands on his parents, teachers, or others. No one
suspected he did not feel completely loved and accepted. Despite his having parents who
deeply loved him and cared for him, Tom did not feel genuinely loved. Yes, he knew of his
parents’ love and concern for him and never would have told you otherwise. Nonetheless, the
incomparable emotional well-being of feeling completely and unconditionally loved and
accepted was not his.This is truly difficult to understand, because Tom’s parents are indeed
good parents. They love him and take care of his needs to the best of their knowledge. In raising
Tom, Jim and Esther Smith have applied what they have heard and read and have sought advice
from others. And their marriage is definitely above average. They do love and respect each
other.A Familiar StoryMost parents have a difficult time raising children. With pressures and
strains mounting every day upon the American family, it’s easy to become confused and
discouraged. Rising divorce rates, economic crises, declining quality of education, and loss of
trust in leadership all take an emotional toll. As parents become more physically, emotionally,
and spiritually drained, it becomes increasingly difficult to nurture a child. I am convinced that a
child takes the greatest brunt of these difficult times. A child is the most needy person in our



society, and the greatest need is love.Tom Smith’s parents do love him deeply. They have done
their best in rearing him, but something is missing. Did you notice what it was? No, not love; his
parents do love him. The basic problem is that Tom does not feel loved. Should the parents be
blamed? Is it their fault? I don’t think so. The truth is that Mr. and Mrs. Smith have always loved
their son, but never knew how to show it. Like most parents, they believed they were meeting
Tom’s needs: food, shelter, clothes, education, guidance, and so on. In the process of meeting
all of those needs, they overlooked his need for love—unconditional love. Although love is within
the heart of almost all parents, the challenge is to convey this love.Despite the problems with
today’s living, any parents who genuinely desire to give children what they need can learn to do
so. In order to give children everything in the few years they have, all parents need to know how
to truly love their children.Which Form of Discipline Is Most Appropriate?“I remember one time
when I was six or seven. Even now it makes me unhappy to think about it, and sometimes it
makes me mad.” Tom continued in a session with me a few days later. “I had accidentally broken
a window with a baseball. I felt terrible about it and hid in the woods until Mom came looking for
me. I was so sorry, and I remember crying because I felt I had been very bad. When Dad came
home, Mom told him about the window and he whipped me.” Tears welled up in Tom’s eyes.I
asked, “What did you say then?”“Nothing,” he muttered.The way Tom was disciplined caused
him to have feelings of pain, anger, and resentment toward his parents, which he will never
forget or forgive without help. Years afterward, Tom still hurts from what happened.Why did that
particular incident make such an unpleasant imprint on his memory? At other times he accepted
spankings with no problems, and on occasion even was thankful. Could it have been because
he already felt sorry and repentant for breaking the window? Had he already suffered enough for
his mistake without enduring physical pain? Could the spanking have convinced Tom that his
parents did not understand him as a person or were not sensitive to his feelings? Could he have
needed his parents’ warmth and understanding at that particular time, rather than harsh
punishment? If so, how could Tom’s parents have known? And, if so, how could they have
discerned which form of discipline was most appropriate at that particular time?What do you
think, fellow parents? Should we decide in advance what action we will routinely take in raising a
child? Do you think we should be consistent? How consistent? Should we use punishment each
time a child misbehaves? If so, should it always be the same punishment? If not, what are the
alternatives? What is discipline? Are discipline and punishment synonymous? Should we study
one school of thought, for example, Parent Effectiveness Training, and stick by it? Or should we
use some of our own common sense and intuition? Or some of each? How much? When?Every
conscientious parent struggles with these questions. We are bombarded with books, articles,
seminars, and institutes about how to rear our children. Approaches vary from pinching a child’s
trapezius muscle to using candy as a reward.In short, how could Jim and Esther have handled
this situation in a way that would discipline Tom and yet maintain a loving, warm relationship with
him? We’ll look into this difficult subject later.I think all parents agree that rearing a child today is
especially difficult. So much of a child’s time is under the control and influence of others,



including school, church, neighbors, peers, and the media. Because of this, many parents feel
no matter how good of a job they do, their efforts have little overall effect upon their child.The
Opposite Is TrueJust the opposite is true. Every study I’ve read indicates that the home wins
hands down in every case. The influence of parents far outweighs everything else. The home
holds the upper hand in determining how happy, secure, and stable the children are; how
children get along with adults, peers, and other children; how confident youngsters are in
themselves and their abilities; how affectionate or aloof they are; how they respond to unfamiliar
situations. Yes, the home, despite many distractions for a child, has the greatest influence.But
the home is not the only thing that determines what a child becomes. We should not make the
mistake of blaming the home for every problem or disappointment. For the sake of fairness and
completeness, I believe we must take a look at the second greatest influence upon a
child.Congenital TemperamentLet’s look at nine congenital temperaments. This knowledge
comes from research done by Dr. Stella Chess and Dr. Alexander Thomas. Their work goes a
long way in explaining why children have the individual characteristics they do. It helps explain
why some children are easier to raise than others, why some children are more lovable or easier
to handle, and why children raised in the same family or in very similar circumstances can be so
different.Best of all, Chess and Thomas have shown that how a child turns out is determined not
only by the home environment, but also by his or her own personal traits. This has had wonderful
results in alleviating much unjustified blame toward parents of children with problems. It’s an
unfortunate habit of many (including professionals) to assume that parents are fully to blame for
everything regarding their child. The research of Chess and Thomas proves that some children
are more prone to difficulties than others.Let’s look briefly at their research. They describe nine
temperaments that can be identified in a newborn nursery. These temperaments are not only
congenital (present at birth) but are basic characteristics that tend to stay with the child.
Characteristics can be modified by a child’s environment; however, the temperaments are well
ingrained in a child’s total personality, do not change easily, and can persist throughout life.
These nine congenital temperaments are:1. Activity level: the degree of motor activity a child
inherently possesses determines how active or passive he or she is.2. Rhythmicity (regularity
versus irregularity): the predictability of such functions as hunger, feeding pattern, elimination,
and sleep-awake cycle.3. Approach or withdrawal: the nature of a child’s response to a new
stimulus such as a new food, toy, or person.4. Adaptability: the speed and ease with which a
current behavior can be modified in response to altered environmental structuring.5. Intensity of
reaction: the amount of energy used in mood expression.6. Threshold of responsiveness: the
intensity level of stimulus required to make a response.7. Quality of mood (positive mood versus
negative mood): playful, pleasant, joyful, and friendly, as contrasted with unpleasant, crying, and
unfriendly behavior.8. Distractability: the effect of extraneous environment on direction of the
child’s ongoing behavior.9. Attention span and persistence: the length of time an activity is
pursued by a child and the continuation of an activity in the face of obstacles.Temperaments 3,
4, 5, and 7 are the most crucial in determining whether a child will be easy or difficult to rear. A



child with a high degree of reactivity (highly emotional); a child who tends to withdraw in a new
situation (a withdrawer); a child who has difficulty adapting to new situations (cannot tolerate
change); or a child who is usually in a bad mood—are quite vulnerable to stress, especially to
high parental expectations. And unfortunately, they tend to receive less love and affection from
adults.The lesson here is that a child’s basic characteristics have much to do with the type of
mothering and nurturing he or she receives.Using these nine temperaments, Chess and
Thomas assigned numerical values to evaluate newborn children. From this data they were able
to predict clearly which children would be “easy babies,” that is, easy to care for, easy to relate
to, and easy to raise. The children who were difficult to care for, difficult to relate to, and difficult
to raise were called “difficult babies.” They would require more from their mothers than would
“easy babies.”Then Chess and Thomas compared how the children progressed according to the
type of mothering they received. Chess and Thomas studied the babies with nurturing mothers
(mothers who wanted their children and were able to provide a loving atmosphere where the
children felt accepted). The two researchers also studied nonnurturing mothers (mothers who
consciously or subconsciously rejected their babies or were not able to provide an atmosphere
where the children felt accepted and loved). The graph summarizes their findings.As you can
see, the easy babies and nurturing mothers were a great combination. These children
developed well with almost no negative consequences.The nurturing mothers with difficult
babies had some problems with their children, but these situations were overwhelmingly
positive. Overall, in the loving atmosphere provided by their mothers, these children did well.The
easy babies who had nonnurturing mothers generally did not do as well. They had more
difficulties than the difficult babies with nurturing mothers. Their experiences were somewhat
more negative than positive.NurturingMothersNonnurturingMothersEasy babies+ ++ –Difficult
babies+ –– –NurturingMothersNurturingMothersNonnurturingMothersNonnurturingMothersEasy
babiesEasy babies+ ++ ++ –+ –Difficult babiesDifficult babies+ –+ –– –– –Not surprisingly, the
difficult babies with the nonnurturing mothers were most unfortunate. These children were in
such difficult predicaments that they were aptly called “high-risk” children. The situations of
these children were heartbreaking. They were in danger of everything imaginable from child
abuse to abandonment. They were indeed our high-risk children.As we put all this invaluable
material together, some extremely important facts begin to emerge. First of all, how a child gets
along in the world does not depend only on home environment and parenting. The basic
congenital characteristics of each child have a strong effect on how he or she develops,
progresses, and matures.These traits also affect—and often determine—how easy or difficult a
child is to care for and how frustrating a child might be to parents. This, in turn, influences the
parents’ handling of a child. It’s a two-way street.Learning these facts has helped many guilt-
ridden parents in my daily practice.Another important lesson for parents is that despite what
type of congenital temperaments a child may possess, the type of parenting is more important in
determining how a child will do. Study the chart again. Although a difficult child is, of course,
more difficult to rear, the type of emotional nurturing has more influence in determining the final



outcome. Parenting can change these congenital temperaments positively or negatively.That’s
what this book is all about. It’s a how-to book: how to relate to children so they will grow to their
best; how to give children the emotional nurturing they need so badly. It’s impossible to cover
every aspect of child rearing here. I, therefore, have included what I feel is the most basic
material for effective parenting.
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Lilydivine, “Read it and then read it again. I read a lot of parenting books and, while many of the
principles & suggestions in this work aren't really novel, I must say that I was convicted in a new
way. The author did a fabulous job of not talking down to his readers and stated multiple times
that he isn't perfect either, which I took comfort in.I just finished reading this book on kindle and
now I'm going back through to re-read all the things I highlighted.”

R. Lee, “Most helpful child-rearing book in our opinion. Our kids were born in the 1970's, and we
read a lot of child-rearing books. We found this one the most helpful, overall. Now, we gave this
book to our sons for their children. Also give this book to friends with younger children as gifts.
Most helpful concepts are filling a child's emotional tank through focused attention, and
preparing them for stressful situations when you can't give them the attention that you'd like to,
by filling up their emotional "tank" beforehand.”

Nina Aprea, “Great. It is a very excellent book.”

JEbook Library, “Not just for parents.... This book changed my life and not just with my children.
We are all products of childhood and this helped me to even understand difficult personalities
among adults. I was a hairdresser for many years and I wish I would have read this book even
before I had children so I could communicate love to my clients more. Take every word seriously,
some of the ideas like focused attention and eye contact may seem pointless to uncaring people
but they truly mark the character of a person who loves deeply and have an impact to others
more than you know. Praise God for this book.”

Anonymous, “Wish I could thank the author. Great book. How I wish I could thank the author for
this excellent book (I understand he is no longer living.). This book explained so much to me--
why I never felt loved by my parents, for one thing! I wish my parents had read this book, I wish
that I had read this book before raising my children, The author addresses the very important
issue of, how to convey your love to a child. How does a child understand that you love him/her?
Without that understanding, there is much misery, many problems. Basically, the teaches how
best to communicate to a child on the emotional level. It sounds so simple, like why do you have
to read a book to learn this? And if you know the basic principles it IS simple (not always easy,
but simple.) But so many don't know how. The book is not long, not filled with psychological
jargon. It is written in a straightforward, easy to read style. You don't have to be a genius or an
intellectual to read and understand this book.”

Josh, “A must read for all parents!. Can't say enough for this book! I'm very grateful that I found
this book while my daughter is still young. The information I learned in this book is so important
and I really think all parents should read it. I took away so many great points and I am making my



husband read it now. He's actually enjoying it too, even though it's not the kind of book he
typically reads. Highly recommend!”

Melissa, “Must read. This book is excellent - it's a must read for parents or anyone around kids.
The information isn't anything new or mind-blowing but is presented all together in a way that
makes sense and is just helpful for seeing and remembering the big picture. I'll be picking up
some of the other parenting books by this doctor as well. Highly recommend.”

Gilles, “A must read. This is a must read for any parent. Honestly, if that didn't lead do awkward
felling of judge other parents, I'd just offer it to all my friends who have children. The principles of
that book are in a way common sense, but not commonly applied (me first!), because that's not
the way most of us got raised as a child.On the first day we tried to apply the 3 golden principles
of eye contact + physical contact + focused attention, some issues with the lads started to
improved drastically!Read it if you have children, and offer it around!”

P.A.L., “Five Stars. Amazingly useful book.”

Ian B., “Great Price, Good product and fast derivery. Thanks. Good price”

Liliana Bonilla, “Excellent book!. If You want to build a relationship of real love with your children
You must read and practice what the author shares in this book.Recomendado a todos los
padres de familia que deseen mostrar su amor incondicional a sus hijos, creciendo así en una
relación de verdadero amor con ellos que perdure durante toda la vida.”

The book by Ross Campbell has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 270 people have provided feedback.
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